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SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICING: $0.99! Regularly priced: $6.99 $9.99. Get this Amazing #1  Top

Release - Great Deal! You can read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device. Bitcoin

is not just a new word in the Internet age or technological and financial progress, it's a start of a new

era on the Earth! Even 10 years ago we even couldn't imagine dreaming about digital money - you

can't physically touch them but you can own and spend them. Today this is a reality! Bitcoin

revolution covered the whole world like a huge wave, more and more people interested in this

"Digital Gold".Over the past few years, Bitcoin has grown from something known only to a select few

tech nerds into a revolutionary currency that has rapidly changed the way that we think about the

concept of money. You no doubt see Bitcoin payments accepted in all kinds of places now, but, if

you can believe it, it used to be a fairly complicated procedure for finding places that let you pay in

Bitcoin.Anyway, to run the world you need to know everything. We can't guarantee that you will

know EVERYTHING from this book, but we can guarantee you will have the notion of a new

currency - Bitcoin. What is it? Where did it come from? How do you use it? Is it really just fake

internet money created by drug dealers? That is precisely what we will be answering in this book.

Weâ€™ll cover everything you need to know in order to get started with Bitcoin:understanding the

Blockchain and Bitcoin transactionswhere to keep your Bitcoin (how to choose a secure

wallet)buying Bitcoininvesting in Bitcoinhow to start accepting and using Bitcoin as a part of your

businessprinciples of Bitcoin miningthe security of Bitcoin etc.Also, the author will share with you

interesting facts about Bitcoin and will give you professional tips on the start of your way in Bitcoin

family!Ready to take on the Bitcoin world yet? I hope so.Iâ€™d like to be the first to officially

welcome you to the world of Bitcoin!
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The book is an excellent instruction for people who deal with a lot of cash in their business and want

to convert it into a liquid asset that they can use for purchases of high priced items on the internet

without disclosing their true source of income. Basically the book gives step by step path how to

purchase Bitcoin anonymously without attracting the attention of the Tax Man. If you run for

example a medical marijuana dispensary clinic in California or Colorado and forced to accept cash

since banks do not want to deal with such businesses. The book tells you a great way how to use

the cash generated by your medical clinic sales to purchase Bitcoins and later use it to pay your

growers and suppliers for example totally avoiding risky cash transactions as you would do it

normally.

Well written book, everything is good explained about how it works, how to register wallet, keep

Bitcoins secure, investing, trading. The author has written book in a really funny way -

Ã¢Â€ÂœBitcoins are made when one bit and one coin love each other very muchÃ¢Â€Â¦Ã¢Â€Â•

made my day:))Highly recommend that book for everyone!

I'm interested of different currencies but Bitcoin is a classic of the genre))The book is written well

and very easy to understand even complicatedthings. The author explained the concept to even the

most novice ofreaders.

I loved that the author explains everything in details with using screenshots and useful links and

give the algorithms how to start with that bitcoin system. Worth reading for sure!

A must have book for everyone who wants to understand how to work with bitcoin: buy, sell, keep



safe, trade, mine and so on. Useful tips and stories. I am happy with that book.

That book and Bitcoin are awesome!As a young mommy, sitting with my kid all days and nights at

home, I had some free time and started to interest in the bitcoin world. The digital currencies are the

new way of making money (passive income for me)!!! I think of an investment that will help me to be

more financially independent. Bitcoin looks like an awesome opportunity. An awesome book.

Loved reading this book. I wasn't sure at first but after I got started I couldn't put it down. This is a

very well written book. It will tell you everything you need to know and helps you get started and so

much more. I highly recommend it. I was given a review copy and voluntarily review it.

Invaluable book. I want to thank Alan T. Norman for helping me to improve my understanding of

bitcoin and cryptocurrency world.
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